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1. Title"of Paper

Levels of organization in the structure of awareness of sport

2. Problem_

Mullener and Laird (1972) have suggested that the levels-o\f-organization

conception employed in theories of,science (Feibleman, 1954) memory .(Crack

and Lockhart, 1972) and cognitive development (eg. Piaget, 1976) can be applied -
.e

to an analysis of the structure of interpersonal knowledge as well. Levels-of-.

organizatibn theory assumes that a. single situation' can be experienced at

different levels hierarchically arranged. *Higher level experienCes are defined

.as experiences of relations between lower level experiences. That a level is,

"higher," however, does not entail that it be more complex or informative than
-4

' a lower level. Different levelt rake note of a different set of relations;

higher lepls are not more encompassing nor are ldwer leveli more basic.

The"gullenef and .Lairddstudy identified five hierarchial levels of

organization-for the awareness of persons (self and other)/ ranging from
--

experiences of motionless body parts (Level 1) to experiences of dispositions,

abilities, long-term motives, beliefs and attitudes (Level 5).. The study found

that differences in levels of awareness were a direct function,of the information

needs of observers, either as manipulated lin the experiment or as a function of

the observe?..'s relationship to the object,person.

In the Mullener and Laird study,'all subjects'appeared to be ableto become'
/ .

aware of any of the level's studied, presumably because all levels were within

.the range of competence of ordinary adults. Howemer, the general levels-of-

organization. conception' is explicitly evelopdental and assumes Xpat a given

level cannot be Mattered until a'reasonagy'high level of competence has been

achieved at the immediatelylower level. :The purpose of this study was, then,
/

to examine one implication of this developmental conception, in the domain of

action.
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Development in'general realms like knowledge of people, presumably depends

on experiences which are available to all, and a developmental analysis of this

realM of knowledge would require a longitudinal orcross-sectional look at

children such as a recent study by Teske, (19.80). Anhalternative strategy,

employed here, was to look at differences in the level of organization at which

people could function in a realm where ekperience was less common. Whre

experience4s less available, the level at which people could perceive would be

e)pected to be a function of their degree of experience with the phenomena. In 1

the general domain of.action; sports pel-formances provide an excellent example.

Such performances may be perceived at a variety of levels of organization, but

only.those wharhave had saTITCient experience in participating or observing the

sport would be expected to be able to perceive the higher levels of organization.

The study consisted of prtsenting,subjects who varied in their Uasketball.
.)

experience wi$b a film of a basketball game, and asking them to answer questions

anoikiabout the action.

Various levels of organization of basketball knowledge were characterized

by.logicalianalysis Of the concepts, and it was expected that differences in

athletic awareness_would vary directly as a function of subjects' basketball'

experience. .it was hypothesized that basketball players. at higher skill levels

or wittr greater experience would perceive their sport more accurately (at each

level of organization), biit also that more experienced basketball players

would be able to perceive /
events at higher levels 0$-organization as well.

\

3. Subjects

Subjects were.48 male undergraduate volunteers. The subjects were class-

iqed into one of six categories of basketball skill and'one of four.categories

of time they had played organized basketball.,

4. Procedure

'Subjects were run in groups ranging from five to thirteen. The subjects,
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were told ttat their.general "basketball knowledge" was to be tested and were

thin shown a videotape' recording of a local college basketball game (without

sound). 'The-tape was hiked.and"stilledo at points. Subjects were

asked to,answer 57 questions of .five different types. Eight questions dealt

with form and technique (LeVel 1), 13 questions concerned basketball positioning .

or shot selectionl(Level 2), 10 questions dealt with' individual plays or types

of dIffenses and - defenses ,(Level 3), and 12 questions asked about manipulation,

"reading" the floor, tempo control, and other aspects oPbasketball strategy

(Level 4). Additionally, in order to assess level of response' in more open, 1

ended questions, 14 more questions were.asked which coul1 be answered at any of

the four livels.

5. Result's

Answers were scored on two dimensions: whether they were correct and more

importantly, the level to which the answers corresponded. For each of the four

question levels, the, total number of correct answers at or above the level at

which the questions were. asked were toaplated for each subject, These proportions

)(after arcsin transformation) were analyzed in two-way anovas with 4 levels of

question type and 6 levels of skill. Additionally, the questidns which c6uld

be answered at any level were also scored as to correctness and answer level.

For the open-end questions, a mean level of correct response was calculated for

each subject.

Asliiewould expect,.there was a significant main affect for skill'(f (45,168)

55.57, p < .pol, indicating that more stilled subjects answered more questions

of organization of thj/question. There was alsocorre(tly, whatever the level

a significant main affect_for

dicating aS'one would expect,

question levels, L(3,168). 44.02, p < .001. In-

/ i

that higher levirluestions were less often answered

correctly. Most important, however, was a significant. interaction between skiff

level and question level, F (15,168)=2,83, p < .001, supporting thepredjction
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of the differentially greater ability of more skilled subjects to answer the

,
increasingly Mgher level questions. The same pattern -a results appea d when

P

. amount of experience rather than skill was used as thi between subjects ariabIe.

There was a significant main effect. of experjence (see Table and Figure ), F

(3,176)=23.97;.p .001, and question levels, F (3,176)= 24.76, p < .001.

Subjects' performance on the opgn-end questions provided a measure of their

ordinary level of awareness of the game.- As expected, more skilled subjects con-
\

ststent1S9 answered the flexible questions at higher levels, F p

< .001. Similarly, subjects with greater experience alsO answered the flexible

questions at higher levels F (3,44)= 13.88 p < .001.

6. ImplicatiOns and Conclusions

As predicted, diffprencOs in athletic awareness varied directly with the'

subjects' exposure to the sport: highly skilled or greatly experienced athletes

perceived their sport not only more accurately but also at higher levelstof

organization-than less skilled or experienced athletes. In effect, more skilled

subjects saw a different game which contained events which less skilled subjects

were unaware of.
1'

This pattern of results is.consistent with the gen)ral levels -of- organization

conception, and supports the logical analyses which ordered the categories of

awareness originally. Thus, these results provide additional support for the

genaral hypothesis that the varieties of knowledge and experience of ordinary

people can be usefully described as a logical hierarchy of llvels of organizatioh.

With respect to sports in particular, the results suggest an extension of

our usual notions of skill. Certainly a part of skill i$ physical dexterity and

the capacity to perform complex movements. However, a major additional component

of skill has long been recognized to consist of "knowing the game." These results

suggest that knowledge of the game may actually be the ability to perceive higher

levels of.organization of the game's activities.
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.Table 1'

'Question' Never
Level f, Played

1 , 21.5%

66.6

3
-r

36.3

-4' 7.2

Mean Total 32.9

Open. level questions

Percentage Correct per Skill Level

4

4

. .

Not ,

Currently Intra- .Junir ' A
Playing mural Varsity Level Varsity

1

36.3% 57.2% 73.4% 86.5% 91.2%

76.0 84.6 85.8. 82.2 93.1

33.5 54.8 79.6 79.5 98.1
.

14.3 24.5 57.3 67.2 70.6

40.0 '55.3 74,0 78.9 88.3

26.6 38:1 51.4. 64.9 75.9 80.0

Table 2

/percentage Correct per Experfence_Level,

--

Question
off

Level 0 -3 yrs

1 37.6%
.

2 76.1

AA/
3 43.2,

4 22.6

Mean Total 44.9 1

Open 1 vel questions-: 37.5

4-6 yrs 7-9 yrs 10=13 yrs

53.3% : 77.5% 83.1%

81.7 81 89.7

49.3 79.4 90.0

33.2 49.6 60.6

54.4 72.4 80.9

52.0 66.0 75.5

7
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This paper is formally about the organization of knowledge about action,'

but in real sense it is also an attempt to explain why Larry Bird is such a

great basketball player. II think that what I mean by the first, formal version

of our purpose can be best explained by elaborating' on the second, real version.

For these of you IA* don't follow professional basketball, or-who live

outside the Boston Celtictl: sphere of influence, I should explaiA 4at Larry Bird

is an extremely good player who is especially noted for his, ability to pass the

basketball to his teammatea in unexpected and effective ways. Bird has all of

the usual attributes of good basketball !Slayers, such las being gargantuan

and being able to shoot a basketball through the hoop from a quarter of a mile

away. The important thing is that these arenot the reasons he stands out.

in fact, on those dimensions he is not any better than a number of other pro-

fessional basketball players. What distinguishes Bird is that he seems to be

able to "see" possibilities that other players cannot, and can anticipate what

is going on better than most of the other playeri. That is what we were

interested in, the understanding of action, in this 'case, basketbaWaction.

I have to confess at this point that in oar research we did not actually

study the game at the level.of Carry Bird. although we did have among our

Subjects some very good basketball players. And furthermore, we didh't start

out to find out what distinguished Larry Bird from the rest. We started out

by trying to understand Plait people'understand each other in general, including

how they understand actions, and we hit on baskettiall as a good medium of study

because ft seemed to be appropriately comp,,x-,,So, we began with some strong

theoretical assumptions about the nature of knowledge about people.

In particular, we believed that the levels-of-organization conception

employed in theories of-the,philosophy of science (Feibleman, 1954) memory
s

(Craik and Lockhart, 102 and cognitive development (eg. Piaget, 1976) can

be applied to an analysis of the structure ofpinterpersopl knowledge as well.

Levels-of-organization theory. assumes that a single situation can be experienced

6
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at different levels hierarchically'arranged: Highet. level experiences are

defined as experiences of,relations between lower level experienCes. That a

level is "higher,"

ative than a lower

relations; higher

basic.

A couple of examples might hell:, here. First, consider what I am doing

right now. I am making noises. I am also saying words.. Notice that this is

not two different things that I am doing right now, but two different ways of

thinking about what I am doing. The difference between yoU thinking I am making

however, does not entail thal4t be more ,complex or in:form-

level. Different levels take note of a different set of

levels are not more encompassing nor arelower levels more

noise as opposed to you thinking I am saying words is that in the second case,

you are paying attention to the particular patterns of noises; and noticing

that I am making some particular patterns which belong to a- language, in this

case, English. Thus, to recognize that I am saying words is to attend to a

pattern of the-noises.

how, I am also speaking sensible sentences (or ae least I hope I am).

When you think that I am speaking sentences, yOu are recognizing a pattern in

the wordsthat I have been saying, which are in turn patterns in the noises I

have been baking. I am also at this point explaining-these ideas, and when

you think about me as explaining, you are paying attention to the patterns

among my sentences. In this .example then, at this moment I am making noise,

saying words, speaking sentences, and explaining ideas. But Iam.not, like
`e #

some circus act, doing four things at once, like juggling three balls,'bilancina

a stick, standing on my head and singing the national anthem. InIteadof doing

four things at once, I am doilit one thing which canbe 'thought of, in four

different ways. And these four different ways of thinking represent what we

call four.differ4nt levels of organization. They are levels because 'the

higher levels depend onthe lower, but notice that they do not cons in them.

For example, I couldn't be explaining if I wasn't"doing anything at all. If

A
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I am asleep, I'can't be explaining. However, explaining doesn't require a

particUlar lower level activity. I could, for instance, explain by writing

- and not be speaking at all. Or I cojj forming words by sign language
. .

without Making.noisei Hopefully at this point the way we are Using the idea
. 1 1

of levels of organization is clear but if it isn't, perhaps it will become .
..

. .

1

elearerin a cquple of minutes when I give you some basketball examples. ,

First let me give yoti,c50e Of the theoretical background for the study
1 -.

.

itself.:

In an earlier study, Mullener ar101aii.d identified five hierarchial

levels Of organization for the awareness of persons (self and other), ra

) from experiences of motionless body parts (Level 1) to experiences of disp

ing

. gitions, abilities, long-term motives, beliefs and attitudes (Level 5). The

study found that differences in levels of awareness were a direct function of

the informatiOn n eds of observers,. either as manipulated in the experiment

ill
.

or as a function the observer's relationship to-the ob3ect person.

TO

In the Mullener and Laird study, all'subjects appeared to be able, if they needed,

become aware of any of the levels studied, presumably because all levels were

within the range of competenc, of ordinary adults. However, thatgeneral

levels-of-organization conception is explicitly developmental and assumes that

a.given level cannot be mastered until a reasonably high level of competence

has been achieved at the immediately lower level. The purpose of this sti4dy

was, then, to examine one implication of this' developmental conception, in

the domain of action,

Development in general realms like knowledge of people, presumably depends .

on experiencesswhich are available to all, and a developmental analysis of

this realm of knowledge would require a longitudinal o* cross -sectional look

at children such asta study being reported somewhere else today by John Teske,

(1981). An alternative strategy, which we adopted, was to look at differences

In e level of organization at which peOple could function 'in a realm where

( I
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experiencelwas less common. 'Where experience is less available, the' level at

which people could perceive would be expected to be a function of their degree.

of experience with the phenomena. In the general domain of action, sports

-performances provide an excellent example. Such performances may be perceived.

.at a variety-of levels'of organization, but only those who have had sufficient

experience inpakicipating or observing the sport would be expected to be

able to perceive pie higher level's of organization. The study consiited.of

presenting subjects who varled,lp their basketball experience with a film of

a basketball game, and asking them to answer questioni about the action.

Various legels'Of organization of basketball knowledge were characterized

by logical analysis of the copcepts, and it was expected that differences in

athletic awareness woal0 vary directly as a function of subjects' basketball

experience.

We actually did this by showing a videotape of a basketball game and

freezing the action at some-point and asking the subjects questions based on

what had happened up' o that point: For example, the frozen moment of action

might include a 'picture of a player shooting a jump shot. At that moment,'

however, the action could be understood at a variety of leveli. For example,

at lower levels were the way he was shooting, or,'slightly higher, whether that

wes'a wise choice of shots, or still higher, what kind, of offensive or defensive

play the'shot was contained in, er at the highest level at which we worked,

how that shot reflected the effectiveness of a particular strategy of play.

Before you Start thinking about asking me difficult questions about the higher

levels of awareness, I should explain that I amCnot a basketball player, and

that we were very-fortunate to have lots of help from Wally Halas, the basket-,

ball-coach at Clark. (Wally is a very successful coach; his teams have been

among the top four in New England in his division every year he has coached,

and this year were ranked sixth in the nation) and he was very nice in telling '

us what was going on: We then, with his help, analyzed.his comments into the

11
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various levels or organization represented. He'ilso:`most importantly, to]d
k

- us what the correct answers are. Then we Showed this tape to people. Oe

expected that basketball players at higher skill levels,. or with longer experience
3

would perceive their sport more accurately (at each leyel of organization), but

also that more experienced basketball players would be able to perceive events

at higher levels of organization as w611.*

The subjects were 48 male undergraduatetvolunteers: The subjects were

classified into one of stx categories of basketball skill and.one-of four

categories of time they had played organized basketball.

1

Subjects were run in groups ranging tn size from five to thirteen. The

subjects were-told that their general "basketball knowledge" was to be tested

/
-

and were then showd the videotape-recording (without sound).! When the tape was

halted and "stilled" subjects, were asked to answer 57 questions of five different

-types. Eight'questions dealt with form and techpique.(Level 1),'13 questtons

concerned basketball positioning or shot selection (Level 2), 10 questions .

dealt with individual plays or types of offenses and defenses (Level 3), and

12 questions asked 'about manipulation, "reading" the floor, tempo-control, and

other aspects of basketball strategy (Level 4). Additionally,-in order to assess

level of response in more open-ended questions, 14 more questions were asked

which could be answered at Any of the four levels.

Results

Answers were scoredon tWoidimensiens: whether they were correct and more

importantly, the-level to which the answers corresponded. For-each of the four

question levels, the total number of correct Answers at or above the level at

which 'the questions were asked were tabulated for each Subject. These pro-

.
portions (after ai-csin transformation) wereanalyzed in two-way'anovas with 4

o

levels of question type and.6 levels of skill. Additionally, the ques.tionsi .*s

which could be answered at any level were also scored as to correctness and

answer level. For the open-end questions, a mean level of correct. response was

1.2
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calculated for each subject.,

C

As.one would expect, there was a significant Min

'55.67, p ..001,,ihdicating that more skilled subjects

1

F

s.

affect for s (F a 168)

(answered more questio s

:correctly, whdteyer the level of organization of the question. 4his isia pretty

obvious14SUitI df tourte, byt it it reassuring_ since it indicaes that our test

does have something to do with basketball knoWledge. There was also a significant

lain affect for estton 3evels, f(3,168) = 44.02, p < .001, indlirhg as one
'

ould eipec that higher.level questions were lessoften answered correctly.

This was also reassuring, because it indicated that the,questAins were ordered.

.

In effect, ,it shows that the higher the' level. we analyzed .them, the more

difficult acrossthe'whole population. Finally, most`1Tnportant, howevir., was a

signiiicantfnteriction between skill level and question level, F (15,168) =2183,

p < .001, supporting the prediction of the d4ferentially greaterability of mo

skilled subjects to answer the increasingly' higher level questiOns. This inter-

-41Mon represents two effects, one, the -expected extol' advantage of the most

skilled players in answering the highest level questiont.- The.other was. that

Subjects in the lower three skill levels especially did not do best at the lowest

Wundatillikal4 level, but at the next levelabove This result is consistent

with developmental data (Teske, 1981) which shm; that the lowest levels identi-

fiable by logical analysis'seemto be unfamiliar, and therefore less accessible

0 subjects at lower developmental levels.

These results for the fixed level questions are cortstent with our

expectati4t, and indicate that subjects who are more skilled are able to

'experience higher levels of organization of the action of basketball. In other

.
'words, they tell, us about capacity. The open-level questions, on the other hand,

tell.us something about how people ordinarily do experience the game. In theie

questions, subjects could answer correctly at any of the four levels, so we were

Vat able to get a measure of what level they would naturally respond. The results

9

are quite Clear. The greater the subjects'. skill level, the higher the level at

,/
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which they answered these questions. 1 shirt, more skillful Illbjects40 (5,42)
, t

t, 21.57, p <001) were automatic 11 "seeing" things that the otheFsubjects

dij'not.
. /

Incidentally, thetme-pattern of results appeared when amount of experience

rater than skill
4
was used as the between subjects variable. In fact, they are

. ,

... so similar it iinquorthgoing into detail aboUtAhem.
b

.
.

%

So,Just as we expected, differtnces in athletic
IP

awareness varied directly with

the subjects' exposure to the sport: highly skilled OT giiilly,experienced
a

athletes perceived 'the;; sport no only more accurately but also at higher 1 els
.

of organization than less skilled or experienced tthletes. In effect, more

skilled subjects saw a different game which contained events which less skilled

subjects were unaware of.

This pattern of results 4s consistent with our, expectations and the general

,levelsrof-organization conception, and supports, the logical analyses which

ordered the categories ofawareness originally. The general point is that the

varieties of knowledge and experience of ordinary people consists of a logical
4

.

hierarchy of levels, of organization.
I

With respect to sports in particular, the results suggest an extension of

our usual notions of skill. Certainly a part of skill -is physical dexterity and

the capacity to perfemNromplex movements. er, a major additonal component

kill has long been recognized to crsist If "knowing,thd game. These results

tthat knowledge of the game may actually be the ability to perceive

h

,

levels of organization of, the game's activities. What sets Larry Bird

apart, then, may be that he really "sees" things happening that most other

players cannot.

1.1
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